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Closed-loop control (CLC) of anesthesia [1] has been a long-time goal of the anesthesia research and innovation community. CLC systems have been demonstrated to reduce or eliminate manual drug titration and have the potential to improve the quality, efficiency, and safety of anesthesia and intensive care [2].

We have established a hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) testbed to promote prototyping, simulation, and verification of CLC anesthesia techniques. Based on the OpenICE interoperability platform [3], the testbed follows the FDA-recognized Integrated Clinical Environment (ICE) standards-based reference architecture [4] to coordinate CLC algorithms with devices such as anesthesia machines, ventilators, and infusion pumps. Open-source ICE interfaces have been developed for a range of monitoring, IV infusion, and anesthesia delivery devices, enabling communication with the testbed and control algorithms. Studies demonstrate that our HIL testbed offers flexibility and transparency for design, deployment, and evaluation of real-time clinical decision support and CLC algorithms in a clinical context [5].

The HIL testbed provides a platform for characterizing the technical and interoperability capabilities of interoperable medical devices regarding their suitability for use in different CLC medical systems. We are currently working on extending two FDA-approved standalone infusion pumps through external control capabilities, and using the testbed to assess how quickly they achieve a stable infusion rate upon executing commands from an external CLC algorithm. Preliminary results show that these two pumps demonstrate significantly different responsiveness when the new infusion rate is low, which can affect their suitability for certain clinical applications.

A key regulatory consideration for interoperable medical devices to be successfully used as components of interoperable systems, especially CLC systems, is the establishment of suitable safety assurance cases to provide compelling evidence that the CLC application will be safe [6]. This can be challenging since the devices may be used as components of (a new) CLC systems in a manner that may not have been anticipated by the component manufacturers. Characterizing the interoperability capabilities of medical devices, with the support of HIL testbeds like ours, could allow manufacturers to establish safety assurance evidence acceptable to regulators to enable adoption. We believe that realizing this vision requires all stakeholders (including regulators, device manufacturers, clinicians, and standards organizations) to collaborate to establish consensus regulatory requirements that can be used as a baseline to characterize the interoperability capabilities of medical devices.

We have been continuously engaging with the US FDA, standards organizations like AAMI and UL, and device manufacturers to establish the consensus technical, interoperability, safety and security requirements for interoperable medical devices. This engagement has produced standards (e.g. AAMI 2700-1 [4] and AAMI/UL 2800-1[7]) and techniques (e.g., Medical Device Interface Data Sheet [8]) as the foundation towards such consensus requirements. We are currently establishing a forum, called Smart & Autonomous Medical Devices (SAMD) program, as a mechanism to further facilitate and improve the communication and engagement among stakeholders. We welcome participation in the SAMD program from all interested parties.
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